
ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAY ABOUT LONGEVITY

Longevity essaysAlmost everyone dreams of living forever. It seems so appealing to be able to live life for a very long
time, happily and healthily, and going out.

The second argument, regarding the social nature of human beings, derives its cogency from the willingness to
critically consider and complete the presuppositions of one's moral theory. They will also be able to spend
more years with their family. When people live longer, there will be an increase in the population of seniors.
This is not a mere psychological condition, in the sense that I feel better with others, but an ethical one: in
order to realize a morally good life, I have to realize myself as a community being. Suffice to say, life
extension would greatly compound the issue. We don't think so. Psychological consequences The inadequacy
of the human psyche to deal with radical longevity. Conclusions Is it possible, after what has been said so far,
to argue that no individual should have the option for life extension if science progresses enough to offer it?
So severe would this boredom be actually that we should probably forgo life extension altogether. A number
of technologists contend that many of the opponents of life extension ignore the advancements that are
happening, that we may drastically reduce the global footprint, resolve environmental problems harness safe
alternative high-energy sources, learn to manage the potential physiological and psychological artifacts of life
extension, even alternative living arrangements that could house millions of people, and so on. The
contemporary agenda of bioethics happens to be largely defined by dilemmas and problems raised by Western
medicine and biomedical research. Among others, the question must be discussed to what extent life extension
contributes to the public good. With regard to the benefits for me as a human being, we presented two
objections, centred on the meaningful life and on life as a communal being. Life is an intrinsic good, and
individuals who are ready to accept all ethical objections presented so far are not different from those who
choose to live in luxury without feeling the moral obligation of justice. The third argument, introducing the
meaning of life, is the most controversial: it is strongest for those who adhere to one of those traditions but
weakest for those who do not. After all, longevity is the pursuit of most people. The potential for long lives,
say the pro-longevists, will have positive social consequences. Krueger, suicides, accidents, cancers and other
diseases are the main causes of death in heavy drinkers. Many spiritual and religious traditions make this point
in the notion of truly human life by the decentring of the self. Essay introduction for ielts universal my
bibliography essay nih biosketch essay literature review matrix mclean australia my country essay love why i
am living essay classes research paper population quantitative example Essay health topics grade 3 students Is
it art essay me what is american dream essay freedom family system essay kinship essay writing language 3
ged?. This is why an event like this is so unbelievably encouraging. A second possible objection to our
argument refers to the principle of distributive justice and is formulated along utilitarian lines by Harris,
among others. Issues of overpopulation, environmental non-sustainability, and other Malthusian scenarios are
extremely common arguments levied against the concept of radical life extension. Relational dimension Life is
always life with others, even when it is extended. Humans would not have the opportunity to sacrifice for their
children.


